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  iPad Secrets (Covers iPad, iPad 2, and 3rd
Generation iPad) Darren Murph,2012-03-22 Most iPad
users are familiar with the product’s basic
functions, but the iPad offers an endless array
options, and one doesn’t need to be a pro to
understand. iPad Secrets provides the millions of
iPad owners with a true behind the scenes look
into a vault of features and little known short
cuts of this sea changing tablet. Direct from a
product reviewer at Engadget, the world's most
read tech blog, iPad Secrets provides practical
information to vastly improve one’s tablet
experience, and to make the device more useful as
a tool. The book includes secrets, tips, and
tricks including: Managing Multiple E-Mail
Accounts, Contacts, and Scheduling Making The Most
Of Multitasking Wrangling iTunes (While
Maintaining Your Sanity) Making The Most Of
FaceTime... and Those Other Video Calling
Solutions AirPlay: Streaming Secrets of the
Multimedia Variety Taking Advantage of Wireless
Functionality iMessage, And The Wide World of Push
Notifications iCloud Integration AirPlay:
Streaming Secrets of the Multimedia Variety Taking
Advantage of Wireless Functionality iMessage, And
The Wide World of Push Notifications iCloud
Integration iPad Secrets is ideal for anyone
wanting to take advantage of the countless options
the iPad has to offer.
  Schmuck Seth Kushner,2016-09-01 Schmuck drips
with self-loathing, near-sightedness, and sexually
frustrated Ashkenazi goodness. In Schmuck, Kushner
tells true stories based on his own mishaps and
mortifying memories, which are energetically
illustrated by the cream of the indie comix
crop.—Megan Sass, Heeb Magazine One man's awkward
coming-of-age-quest to find love in New York City,
illustrated by twenty-two artists, whose
individual short stories together tell a complete
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narrative. Artists include Josh Neufeld, Nick
Bertozzi, Dean Haspiel, Gregory Benton, Noah Van
Sciver, Stephan DeStefano, and Christa Cassano.
Cover art by Joseph Remnant. Book design by Eisner
award-winner Eric Skillman. Forward by Jonathan
Ames, creator of HBO's Bored To Death and Starz'
Blunt Talk. Seth Kushner was an environmental
portrait photographer whose work has appeared in
The New York Times Magazine, Time, L’Uomo Vogue,
Sports Illustrated, The New Yorker and others. He
was a founding partner in Hang Dai Editions with
Dean Haspiel, Josh Neufeld, and Gregory Benton.
Kusher's previous books include The Brooklynites
(powerHouse Books, 2007) and Leaping Tall
Buildings: The Origins of American Comics
(powerHouse Books, 2012).
  iPhone Secrets Darren Murph,2012-11-13 A top
tech blogger takes you behind the scenes for an
in-depth look at the iPhone The world’s love of
the iPhone only continues to grow by leaps and
bounds. Darren Murph, managing editor of Engadget
and a Guinness World Record holder as the most
prolific blogger, explores every amazing
capability of the iPhone and shows you how to take
full advantage of this remarkable mini-computer.
He reveals secret shortcuts, best ways to boost
your productivity, how to take advantage of
iMessage and push notifications, international
iPhone travel tips, how to maximize AirPlay, and
so much more. Most iPhone users barely scratch the
surface of what the device can do; the world's
leading tech blogger shares little-known secrets
that let you take your iPhone use to a new level
Covers keeping the iPhone synced via iCloud, using
mobile social networking and location-based
platforms, multitasking, iMessage, making the most
of Siri, and using all the video calling options
Helps you maximize wireless convenience with
AirPlay streaming media, Wi-Fi calling solutions
for international travel, and the GameCenter Looks
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at troubleshooting and jailbreaking for peak
performance Perfect for any gadget freak, even
those with their first iPhone iPhone Secrets opens
up a new dimension of productivity, convenience,
and fun for iPhone users.
  48th Publication Design Annual ,2014-04-15
DIVThe 48th annual edition of SPD celebrates the
journalists, editorial directors, photographers,
and other talented individuals who brought events
of the year 2013 to our doorsteps and computer
screens./div
  Introducing Linux Distros Jose Dieguez
Castro,2016-06-10 Learn the pros and the cons of
the most frequently used distros in order to find
the one that is right for you. You will explore
each distro step by step, so that you don't have
to endure hours of web surfing, countless
downloads, becoming confused by new concepts and,
in the worst cases, reading complex and marathon
installation guides. You will benefit from the
author's long-term experience working with each
distro hands on, enabling you to choose the best
distro for your long-term needs. The first barrier
that a new Linux user has to face is the
overwhelming number of flavors that this operating
system has. These flavors are commonly known as
distros (from distribution), and to date there are
more than three hundred active distros to choose
from. So, how to choose one? You can choose the
most popular at the moment, or take heed of what
your friend says, but are you sure that this is
the one that you need? Making the wrong decision
on this matter is behind a good number of
disappointments with this operating system. You
need to choose the distro that is right for you
and your needs. Linux offers us a wonderful open
source alternative to proprietary software. With
Introducing Linux Distros you can decide how to
best make it work for you. Start exploring the
open source world today. What You'll learn Review
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what a Linux distro is and which one to select
Decide which criteria to follow to make a right
decision Examine the most used Linux distros and
their unique philosophies install and maintain
different Linux distros Who This Book Is For
Newcomers to the Linux world that have to deal
with the myriad of distributions.
  Full Circle Magazine #89 Ronnie
Tucker,2014-09-26 This month: * Command & Conquer
* How-To : Install Oracle, LibreOffice, and
dmc4che. * Graphics : GIMP Perspective Clone Tool
and Inkscape. * Linux Labs: Kodi/XBMC, and
Compiling a Kernel Pt.2 * Arduino plus: News, Q&A,
Ubuntu Games, and soooo much more.
  Cyborg Steve Mann,Hal Niedzviecki,2001 Steve
Mann is a cyborg. He sees the entire world,
including himself, through a video lens--the
WearComp system. He can control what he sees,
liberating his imaginative space from the visual
stimuli-billboards and flashing neon signs--that
threaten to overwhelm us. While recognizing the
danger that human beings could be controlled by
technology and the corporations that produce it
for profit, Mann is also fascinated by the vast
possibilities presented by the wearable computer--
Back cover
  Adventures of an Apple Founder Ronald
Wayne,2011-07-01 There is much more to the story
of Ron Wayne than his brief involvement with the
Apple Computer Company (before it re-formed as
Apple Computer Inc.). In the spring of 1976 while
working as chief draftsman and product development
engineer at the video game maker Atari, Ron
assisted a co-worker with the subtle intricacies
of forming a small business. It was with Ron's
natural sensibilities, experiences, and skills
honed over a lifelong career in many disciplines
that he offered himself openly as a resource to
two much-younger entrepreneurs: Steve Jobs & Steve
Wozniak. These same traits would drive Ron's
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decision to leave a short time later. It is one of
life's profound realities that people rarely
recognize history while they are in the midst of
making it. The events that transpired that spring
would come to define such a case. Adventures of an
Apple Founder offers insight into the experiences
that define the man whose passion for engineering
and design spans over three quarters of a century,
half a dozen industries, and a lifetime of
adventures!
  Linux Administration: A Beginner’s Guide, Eighth
Edition Wale Soyinka,2020-04-10 Publisher's Note:
Products purchased from Third Party sellers are
not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Gain Essential Linux
Administration Skills Easily Effectively set up
and manage popular Linux distributions on
individual servers and build entire network
infrastructures using this practical resource.
Fully updated to cover the latest tools and
techniques, Linux Administration: A Beginner’s
Guide, Eighth Edition features clear explanations,
step-by-step instructions, and real-world
examples. Find out how to configure hardware and
software, work from the command line or GUI,
maintain Internet and network services, and secure
your data. Performance tuning, virtualization,
containers, software management, security, and
backup solutions are covered in detail. Install
and configure Linux, including the latest
distributions from Fedora, Ubuntu, CentOS,
openSUSE, Debian, and RHEL. Set up and administer
core system services, daemons, users, and groups.
Manage software applications from source code or
binary packages. Customize, build, or patch the
Linux kernel. Understand and manage the Linux
network stack and networking protocols, including
TCP/IP, ARP, IPv4, and IPv6. Minimize security
threats and build reliable firewalls and routers
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with Netfilter (iptables and nftables) and Linux.
Create and maintain DNS, FTP, web, e-mail, print,
LDAP, VoIP, and SSH servers and services. Share
resources using GlusterFS, NFS, and Samba. Spin-up
and manage Linux-based servers in popular cloud
environments, such as OpenStack, AWS, Azure,
Linode, and GCE. Explore virtualization and
container technologies using KVM, Docker,
Kubernetes, and Open Container Initiative (OCI)
tooling. Download specially curated Virtual
Machine image and containers that replicate
various exercises, software, servers, commands,
and concepts covered in the book. Wale Soyinka is
a father, system administrator, a DevOps/SecOps
aficionado, an open source evangelist, a hacker,
and a well-respected world-renowned chef (in his
mind). He is the author of Advanced Linux
Administration as well as other Linux, Network,
and Windows administration training materials.
  Beginning Ubuntu Linux Keir Thomas,Jaime
Sicam,2008-09-03 Beginning Ubuntu Linux: From
Novice to Professional, Third Edition is the
update to the best-selling first book introducing
Ubuntu Linux. Adapted from Keir Thomas' best-
selling Beginning SUSE Linux: From Novice to
Professional (Apress, 2005), Keir sets out to
guide readers through the most commonly desired
yet confusing concepts and tasks confronted by new
Linux users. Purposely focused on end users to
satisfy the growing interest in migrating away
from windows to the increasingly mature Linux
desktop platform, Beginning Ubuntu Linux serves as
a guide to a rapid and transparent familiarization
of those features most treasured by general and
power desktop users alike.
  Hacking the PSP Auri Rahimzadeh,2006-10-30
Provides information on getting the most out of a
PSP, covering such topics as playing multiplayer
games wirelessly, reading the comics, changing
game backgrounds, and finding free downloads.
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  Concert Lighting James Moody,Paul
Dexter,2016-10-04 Concert Lighting: Tools,
Techniques, Art, and Business Fourth Edition
provides readers with an updated look at how to
succeed in the complex world of concert lighting
design and technology. The authors have
reorganized the book into three comprehensive and
thoroughly revised sections, covering history,
equipment and technology, and design, and
containing new information on LED technology,
pixel mapping, projection options, media servers,
automated lighting, solutions for moving lights,
DMX, and Ethernet problems, and designer
communication and collaboration. This book also
explores the cross-media use of concert lighting
techniques in film, video, theatre, and the
corporate world, highlighted with advice from
master designers such as Bruce Rodgers, Cosmo
Wilson, and Sarah Landau. From securing precious
contracts to knowing the best equipment to use to
design a show, Concert Lighting covers everything
a designer needs to know about working in the
touring industry.
  Digital Privacy and Security Using Windows Nihad
Hassan,Rami Hijazi,2017-07-02 Use this hands-on
guide to understand the ever growing and complex
world of digital security. Learn how to protect
yourself from digital crime, secure your
communications, and become anonymous online using
sophisticated yet practical tools and techniques.
This book teaches you how to secure your online
identity and personal devices, encrypt your
digital data and online communications, protect
cloud data and Internet of Things (IoT), mitigate
social engineering attacks, keep your purchases
secret, and conceal your digital footprint. You
will understand best practices to harden your
operating system and delete digital traces using
the most widely used operating system, Windows.
Digital Privacy and Security Using Windows offers
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a comprehensive list of practical digital privacy
tutorials in addition to being a complete
repository of free online resources and tools
assembled in one place. The book helps you build a
robust defense from electronic crime and corporate
surveillance. It covers general principles of
digital privacy and how to configure and use
various security applications to maintain your
privacy, such as TOR, VPN, and BitLocker. You will
learn to encrypt email communications using
Gpg4win and Thunderbird. What You’ll Learn Know
the various parties interested in having your
private data Differentiate between government and
corporate surveillance, and the motivations behind
each one Understand how online tracking works
technically Protect digital data, secure online
communications, and become anonymous online Cover
and destroy your digital traces using Windows OS
Secure your data in transit and at rest Be aware
of cyber security risks and countermeasures Who
This Book Is For End users, information security
professionals, management, infosec students
  Video Games Around the World Mark J. P.
Wolf,2015-05-01 Thirty-nine essays explore the
vast diversity of video game history and culture
across all the world's continents. Video games
have become a global industry, and their history
spans dozens of national industries where foreign
imports compete with domestic productions,
legitimate industry contends with piracy, and
national identity faces the global marketplace.
This volume describes video game history and
culture across every continent, with essays
covering areas as disparate and far-flung as
Argentina and Thailand, Hungary and Indonesia,
Iran and Ireland. Most of the essays are written
by natives of the countries they discuss, many of
them game designers and founders of game
companies, offering distinctively firsthand
perspectives. Some of these national histories
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appear for the first time in English, and some for
the first time in any language. Readers will
learn, for example, about the rapid growth of
mobile games in Africa; how a meat-packing company
held the rights to import the Atari VCS 2600 into
Mexico; and how the Indonesian MMORPG Nusantara
Online reflects that country's cultural history
and folklore. Every country or region's unique
conditions provide the context that shapes its
national industry; for example, the long history
of computer science in the United Kingdom and
Scandinavia, the problems of piracy in China, the
PC Bangs of South Korea, or the Dutch industry's
emphasis on serious games. As these essays
demonstrate, local innovation and diversification
thrive alongside productions and corporations with
global aspirations. Africa • Arab World •
Argentina • Australia • Austria • Brazil • Canada
• China • Colombia • Czech Republic • Finland •
France • Germany • Hong Kong • Hungary • India •
Indonesia • Iran • Ireland • Italy • Japan •
Mexico • The Netherlands • New Zealand • Peru •
Poland • Portugal • Russia • Scandinavia •
Singapore • South Korea • Spain • Switzerland •
Thailand • Turkey • United Kingdom • United States
of America • Uruguay • Venezuela
  Fools Rush In Nina Munk,2009-10-13 Every era has
its merger; every era has its story. For the New
Media age it was an even bigger disaster: the AOL-
Time Warner deal. At the time AOL and Time Warner
were considered a matchless combination of old
media content and new media distribution. But very
soon after the deal was announced things started
to go bad—and then from bad to worse. Less than
four years after the deal was announced, every
significant figure in the deal -save the
politically astute Richard Parsons—has left the
company, along with scores of others. Nearly a
$100 billion was written off and a stock that once
traded at $100 now trades near $10. What happened?
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Where did it all go wrong? In this deeply sourced
and deftly written book, Nina Munk gives us a
window into the minds of two of the oddest men to
ever run billion-dollar empires. Steve Case, the
boy wonder who built AOL one free floppy disk at a
time, was searching for a way out of the New
Economy. Meanwhile Jerry Levin, who'd made his
reputation as a visionary when he put HBO on
satellite distribution, was searching for a
monumental deal. These two men, more interested in
their place in history than their personal
fortunes, each thought they were out-smarting the
other.
  Content Rules Ann Handley,C. C.
Chapman,2010-11-11 The guide to creating engaging
web content and building a loyal following,
revised and updated Blogs, YouTube, Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, and other platforms are giving
everyone a voice, including organizations and
their customers. So how do you create the stories,
videos, and blog posts that cultivate fans, arouse
passion for your products or services, and ignite
your business? Content Rules equips you for online
success as a one-stop source on the art and
science of developing content that people care
about. This coverage is interwoven with case
studies of companies successfully spreading their
ideas online—and using them to establish
credibility and build a loyal customer base. Find
an authentic voice and craft bold content that
will resonate with prospects and buyers and
encourage them to share it with others Leverage
social media and social tools to get your content
and ideas distributed as widely as possible
Understand why you are generating content—getting
to the meat of your message in practical,
commonsense language, and defining the goals of
your content strategy Write in a way that
powerfully communicates your service, product, or
message across various Web mediums Boost your
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online presence and engage with customers and
prospects like never before with Content Rules.
  Digital Forensics Explained Greg
Gogolin,2012-12-03 The field of computer forensics
has experienced significant growth recently and
those looking to get into the industry have
significant opportunity for upward mobility.
Focusing on the concepts investigators need to
know to conduct a thorough investigation, Digital
Forensics Explained provides an overall
description of the forensic practice from a
practitioner’s perspective. Starting with an
overview, the text describes best practices based
on the author’s decades of experience conducting
investigations and working in information
technology. It illustrates the forensic process,
explains what it takes to be an investigator, and
highlights emerging trends. Filled with helpful
templates and contributions from seasoned experts
in their respective fields, the book includes
coverage of: Internet and email investigations
Mobile forensics for cell phones, iPads, music
players, and other small devices Cloud computing
from an architecture perspective and its impact on
digital forensics Anti-forensic techniques that
may be employed to make a forensic exam more
difficult to conduct Recoverability of information
from damaged media The progression of a criminal
case from start to finish Tools that are often
used in an examination, including commercial,
free, and open-source tools; computer and mobile
tools; and things as simple as extension cords
Social media and social engineering forensics Case
documentation and presentation, including sample
summary reports and a cover sheet for a cell phone
investigation The text includes acquisition forms,
a sequential process outline to guide your
investigation, and a checklist of supplies you’ll
need when responding to an incident. Providing you
with the understanding and the tools to deal with
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suspects who find ways to make their digital
activities hard to trace, the book also considers
cultural implications, ethics, and the
psychological effects that digital forensics
investigations can have on investigators.
  Raspberry Pi User Guide Eben Upton,Gareth
Halfacree,2016-08-29 Learn the Raspberry Pi 3 from
the experts! Raspberry Pi User Guide, 4th Edition
is the unofficial official guide to everything
Raspberry Pi 3. Written by the Pi's creator and a
leading Pi guru, this book goes straight to the
source to bring you the ultimate Raspberry Pi 3
manual. This new fourth edition has been updated
to cover the Raspberry Pi 3 board and software,
with detailed discussion on its wide array of
configurations, languages, and applications.
You'll learn how to take full advantage of the
mighty Pi's full capabilities, and then expand
those capabilities even more with add-on
technologies. You'll write productivity and
multimedia programs, and learn flexible
programming languages that allow you to shape your
Raspberry Pi into whatever you want it to be. If
you're ready to jump right in, this book gets you
started with clear, step-by-step instruction from
software installation to system customization. The
Raspberry Pi's tremendous popularity has spawned
an entire industry of add-ons, parts, hacks,
ideas, and inventions. The movement is growing,
and pushing the boundaries of possibility along
with it—are you ready to be a part of it? This
book is your ideal companion for claiming your
piece of the Pi. Get all set up with software, and
connect to other devices Understand Linux System
Admin nomenclature and conventions Write your own
programs using Python and Scratch Extend the Pi's
capabilities with add-ons like Wi-Fi dongles, a
touch screen, and more The credit-card sized
Raspberry Pi has become a global phenomenon.
Created by the Raspberry Pi Foundation to get kids
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interested in programming, this tiny computer
kick-started a movement of tinkerers, thinkers,
experimenters, and inventors. Where will your
Raspberry Pi 3 take you? The Raspberry Pi User
Guide, 3rd Edition is your ultimate roadmap to
discovery.
  CEH v9 Sean-Philip Oriyano,2016-04-22 The
ultimate preparation guide for the unique CEH
exam. The CEH v9: Certified Ethical Hacker Version
9 Study Guide is your ideal companion for CEH v9
exam preparation. This comprehensive, in-depth
review of CEH certification requirements is
designed to help you internalize critical
information using concise, to-the-point
explanations and an easy-to-follow approach to the
material. Covering all sections of the exam, the
discussion highlights essential topics like
intrusion detection, DDoS attacks, buffer
overflows, and malware creation in detail, and
puts the concepts into the context of real-world
scenarios. Each chapter is mapped to the
corresponding exam objective for easy reference,
and the Exam Essentials feature helps you identify
areas in need of further study. You also get
access to online study tools including chapter
review questions, full-length practice exams,
hundreds of electronic flashcards, and a glossary
of key terms to help you ensure full mastery of
the exam material. The Certified Ethical Hacker is
one-of-a-kind in the cybersecurity sphere,
allowing you to delve into the mind of a hacker
for a unique perspective into penetration testing.
This guide is your ideal exam preparation
resource, with specific coverage of all CEH
objectives and plenty of practice material. Review
all CEH v9 topics systematically Reinforce
critical skills with hands-on exercises Learn how
concepts apply in real-world scenarios Identify
key proficiencies prior to the exam The CEH
certification puts you in professional demand, and
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satisfies the Department of Defense's 8570
Directive for all Information Assurance government
positions. Not only is it a highly-regarded
credential, but it's also an expensive exam—making
the stakes even higher on exam day. The CEH v9:
Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Study Guide
gives you the intense preparation you need to pass
with flying colors.
  Love is a Peculiar Type of Thing Box Brown,2009
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a distinguished author, guiding readers on a
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potential hidden within every word. In this
critique, we shall delve in to the book is central
themes, examine its distinctive writing style, and
assess its profound impact on the souls of its
readers.
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